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ABSTRACT
An open security problem is how a server can tell whether a request submitted by a client is legitimately intended by the user or fakes by malware that has infected the user’s system. This paper proposes Attested Intentions (AINT), to ensure user intention is properly translated to service requests. AINT uses a trusted hypervisor to record user inputs and context, and uses an Intel SGX enclave to continuously verify that the context, where user interaction occurs, has not been tampered with. After verification, AINT also uses SGX enclave for execution protection to generate the service request using the inputs collected by the hypervisor. To address privacy concerns over the recording of user inputs and context, AINT performs all verification on the client device, so that recorded data is never transmitted to a remote party.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A long-standing problem in Internet systems security is how a service can ensure whether a request received from a remote client is user-intended. We begin by reviewing some

of these solutions, and show how they fall prey to straightforward attacks commonly used by Internet miscreants today.

Consider an online payment service where Alice wishes to pay $100 to Bob. An attacker, Mallory, wishes to forge a request that will cause Alice to pay $1000 to Mallory instead. The most basic attack is for Mallory to steal login/password credentials from Alice and send a request for such a payment to the service. This attack is prevented by having appropriate authentication mechanisms. Traditional username/password authentication can be further enhanced by multi-factor authentication, which adds additional lines of defence beyond the username and password.

However, things change if Mallory is able to find a vulnerability in Alice’s client that allows Mallory to install her own malicious software (i.e., OS-level malware). This gives Mallory the capability to perform client-side attacks. A strong attacker may attempt to tamper with the execution of software to affect the integrity of the service request; we call these attacks Execution Tampering. Execution tampering can occur at any level of the system (kernel or userspace), but the salient points are 1) the attack is stealthy and 2) it works even if the user acts correctly (i.e., all her actions are consistent with her intentions). Execution tampering requires the malware to gain privileges on the victim system, a situation not always possible, and can lead to scenarios wherein an attacker can only alter the display but not the code execution. Our second type of attack is Context Forgery, where the user interface (UI) is altered in a way to affect user perception and lure them into carrying out unintended actions. To give an example, as Alice is entering $100 as the transaction amount, the attacker intentionally blocks one zero and displays $10, Alice might be fooled in believing that she has only entered $10 instead of $100. If Alice enters another zero, the malicious attacker can carry out a transaction of amount $1000 instead of user intended $100. In this case, Alice’s input occurs in an altered context under her impaired perception. The salient points for context forgery are that 1) user interaction does not properly follow user intention and 2) it works even with protected execution.

There exist a number of proposals to defeat such client-side attacks. While many operate purely at the OS-level...
(i.e., click-jacking defenses) [16, 31], and thus would fail against an attacker with OS-level privileges, a number of defenses assume a compromised OS. For example, trusted computing [2, 4, 17, 23–25, 34] allows clients to attest the integrity of software components to a remote party. However, they are incomplete as they cannot assert anything about the integrity of inputs given to the attested components, or the context under which the user gave those inputs.

Still other proposals attempt to combine trusted computing with checking for external inputs [10, 15]. However, these proposals do not bridge the semantic gap [8, 18] that exists between raw inputs collected by the hardware and the context under which the user generated the inputs. For example, NAB checks that there were external inputs around the time a user request is generated, opening the door for a context forgery attack where the attacker harvests the user activity on an unrelated application, while the malware sends the forged request on a security-critical application (i.e., payment app). This has further led to proposals that attempt to better link user input with an outgoing request. For example, Gyrus [19] ensures that an outgoing request contains input typed by the user. However, this is insufficient as the context where the input occurs is not validated (e.g., only user-typed data is checked). For example, a context forgery attack can be done by simply swapping “OK” and “Cancel” buttons. Fidelius [12] and VButton [20] implement a trusted display in parallel with an untrusted display; the context where a user sits consists of both displays. However, studies have shown that such approaches are ineffective, and an attacker that is only able to control the untrusted display can still affect the user’s perception [13].

From this, a correct solution requires that a) the execution of code should be protected from tampering, b) the inputs provided by the user should be bound to the request and c) the context under which the user provides the inputs must be verified. No previous work has done all three and none are able to do (c) effectively.

We propose Attested Intentions (AINT, we use AINT to mean the system and Attested Intention to mean a verified request), which attests to not only the integrity of request generation, but also the coherence of the input and its context. For example, to prevent forgery of a payment request, the input could be the keystrokes of the user filling out the payment form and the mouse moves to click the “Pay” button. Similarly, the user context could be screenshots showing the interaction of the user with the website. This, when combined with information about the execution integrity of the client, allows the service to determine whether requests are legitimate or forged. AINT protects against execution tampering and context forgery at the same time. To protect against execution tampering, a trusted hypervisor collects user inputs and processes them inside a userspace Intel SGX enclave, saving the necessity to trust the entire software stack. To protect against context forgery, AINT validates what a user sees against what is expected by the service and binds the result to the request. With AINT, an attacker can no longer forge a request, send the request while the user is interacting with an unrelated application, or alter the context where the request is generated.

AINT verifies the interaction locally on the user’s client device and then cryptographically attest to the server that the Attested Intention generated on the client device is consistent with the request sent by the client device. This allows the service to receive assurances that the request is legitimate without having access to the data collected by AINT, which remains local to the client device.

**Contributions.** We make the following contributions.

- We identify two types of attacks: execution tampering and context forgery, which can be used to violate user intention and send altered service requests.
- We propose Attested Intentions as a solution to both execution tampering and context forgery that ensures any service request received by a service provider, is user-intended.
- We take user privacy into account by not sharing any private information with any remote party.

## 2 THREAT MODEL AND GOALS

We assume a powerful remote attacker who has full control of the OS. We further assume our attacker has the ability to read or write any unencrypted memory and to execute arbitrary code on the client. However, we assume the service deploys multi-factor authentication, meaning that OS compromise does not imply that an attacker can automatically impersonate the user. We do not consider denial of service attack because a compromised OS can always stop the user from making requests.

Since AINT requires Intel SGX and assumes I/O data from the hardware carries user intention, we assume that computer hardware including the processor and peripherals are not compromised. AINT also requires the use of a hypervisor, therefore a hypervisor is trusted.

Even though AINT aims to ensure proper user perception, we still require user *cautiousness* so that the user will carry out only intended actions under properly generated context. A careless user can claim any request to be unintended. Further, we trust the service providers that they do not send malicious data to the users.

Phishing, where user perception may be affected by an impersonating service, cannot be directly addressed, since AINT is application initiated. An impersonating application can simply skip the initiation of the AINT session. However, we note that even though AINT does not provide anti-phishing
protection to the user, it still provides the anti-bot guarantees to the service.

**Goals.** For a request received by a service, AINT ensures the request is 1) user-intended: a physical human initiated and requested the service. 2) integrity-protected: untampered during generation and transmission. 3) authenticity-protected: originates from the same machine where AINT resides.

3 DESIGN

AINT acquires three pieces of information about the request: a) inputs that the user provided to the client, b) the context under which those inputs were provided and c) an execution guarantee that user inputs were correctly transformed into a service request. AINT needs all three to achieve its goals. (a) and (b) together conclude that the user, under a proper context, intended a particular action. By combining with (c), we can confirm that a user-intended action is properly translated into a request. We note that (a) plus (c) defeats Execution Tampering, while (b) plus (c) defeats Context Forgery. To sum up, AINT’s design involves three requirements:

- **Inputs:** capture authentic user inputs. Section 3.2.
- **Context:** capture and validate context user sees against service-provided data and user inputs, and bind context to the service request. Section 3.3.
- **Request Generation:** a request is generated with authentic inputs and the execution is integrity protected. Section 3.4.

3.1 System Overview

The overview of AINT is shown in Figure 1. Before AINT runs, the service provider deploys an App Enclave on the client. App Enclave, after initiation, immediately attests its integrity to the remote server. The service data is sent to the application from the service provider. We define service data as files that service providers send to users for immediate interaction. In minimum, that includes 1) the construction of user context and 2) the handling of user interaction. In the case of a browser application, service data includes HTML, JavaScript and CSS files.

The hypervisor waits for the application to trigger an AINT secure session. To do so, the application must supply service data, as received from the service provider. The service data is sent to App Enclave, which checks its authenticity and integrity by verifying its signature. During the secure session, the hypervisor records user inputs from peripherals and user context from display monitors, signs and sends them to App Enclave. The App Enclave then continuously verifies that the user context is consistent with the expected user context by verifying two things: 1) the presentation of service data through the use of an AINT function (Section 3.3.2) and 2) the presentation of input previously collected by the hypervisor (Section 3.3.3).

The application must also notify AINT in order to finish the secure session. At the end of the session, if it can determine that no context tampering has occurred, AINT will carry out request generation inside App Enclave and send the final attested service request to the remote server. Since the remote server knows that the request comes from a previously attested enclave, it gains confidence that the service request follows the user intention.

3.2 User Inputs

We consider all data received locally via user interaction as user inputs. AINT makes use of the input in two ways, 1) context verification and 2) generation of the final service request. AINT not only ensures the integrity and authenticity of input data when they are being collected, it must also ensure input data remains integrity protected after collection.

AINT requires a way for triggering a secure session, such as a hypercall from a client application. This hypercall also provides the signed raw service data necessary for AINT to check the user’s context and as a part of the service request specification, indicates what inputs need to be collected. In our payment example, those inputs would include keyboard inputs (i.e., when the user enters the name of the payee and the amount), as well as mouse movements and clicks (i.e., if the user is instead required to select from a list of payees, and when the user clicks the “Pay” button to submit the form). These inputs are recorded and form the content of the Attested Intention for this payment request.

Since user inputs are completely captured by the hypervisor, to allow App Enclave to verify the trustworthiness of the hypervisor and to perform trusted hypervisor boot and attest to the integrity of the hypervisor, AINT uses a trusted computing mechanism, such as Intel TXT or AMD SVM with...
a TPM [36, 37].

3.3 Context

One of the novel aspects of AINT is the collection and validation of context to help verify a request. We define context as the rendering of service data, as well as the rendering of the user inputs (i.e., keyboard input being echoed back to the user). Altered user inputs may affect user perception as shown previously (e.g., failing to echo a zero in our example). Collecting and validating inputs allows AINT to stop context forgery attacks where an attacker splits the context in which a user generates a request from the actual request sent by the client and guarantees what the user sees is what is supposed to be seen. Context verification is done securely inside App Enclave and AINT ensures that requests are only generated from a proper context receives attestation, which effectively binds context to the request.

3.3.1 Context Acquisition. Naïvely, one might consider a screen capture of what is on the screen when the user clicks the “Pay” button, to be consistent with what the user sees and correctly capturing the intention. However, this is overly simplistic and does not take into account the temporal integrity of the display. In particular, a screenshot only captures the screen at a particular moment in time. Given the speed of computer systems, a compromised browser or web page could easily show one screen to a user (i.e., one where the Alice is paying $1 to Bob) and then just as the user is about to click the “Pay” button, change it to a screen consistent with the forged request (i.e., pay $100 to Mallory) so that it appears to App Enclave that Alice intended to pay $100 to Mallory instead of $1 to Bob. Further, the browser could switch the screen back just after the click faster than a human Alice could detect. As a result, in this scenario, it is necessary to send a continuous video capture of the user filling in the appropriate form in the payment application to correctly certify the request.

Like user inputs, user context is specific to the type of interaction being verified and can include other passive measurements about what the user perceives at the time. For example, on a smartphone client, this could even include the user’s location, other running applications, etc. to verify the user’s context. We note that while a user’s screen contents and location contain private information, the App Enclave verifies this entirely on the device, thus ensuring that privacy is protected. We also note that while SGX is specific to Intel processors, similar functionality is provided by TrustZone on ARM processors, which are more commonly found on smartphones.

There are various methods for acquiring user context, ranging from pure software approach such as hypervisor-based virtualized GPU to dedicated hardware such as an HDMI grabber, and co-designs such as Nvidia ShadowPlay [28] and AMD ReLive [3]. These approaches vary in terms of cost, slow down to the machine and TCB size.

3.3.2 Service Data Verification. The verification of service data is done inside App Enclave, through the use of an AINT function, a function that determines if a rendered display is rendered properly. The AINT function is application-specific and provided by the service. The trusted hypervisor must submit context and inputs, while the application must submit raw service data to App Enclave. Before checking, App Enclave must verify the integrity and authenticity of these inputs, for example by checking that the HTML is signed by the server, and context and that user inputs are signed by the hypervisor.

To verify displayed context, our current approach is to conduct a pixel-by-pixel comparison between service pre-rendered context with the captured context. However, many applications, including browsers, may not be entirely deterministic, and even a simple HTML page may have external dependencies (i.e., other pages or components it must load) that can affect its appearance. In addition, local optimization such as Windows ClearType [26], a form of anti-aliasing, adds additional non-deterministicity and renders the enclave’s pixel-by-pixel comparison ineffective. The verification model that App Enclave uses must be able to distinguish between innocuous and malicious differences in the recorded context and client-generated request, and the context and request expected by the model. In the case of a payment application, the user interface is likely deterministic enough that a simple image similarity comparison [5, 32] of frames may be sufficient to check that the user context was rendered correctly. Predictable differences, such as current time or content from external dependencies, can be specifically ignored by the execution model.

Another option for the AINT function is to run machine learning-based image segmentation to extract the objects from the context, and compare their size and position with the specification from the HTML files from service providers. However, previous works have shown that machine learning techniques are vulnerable to adversarial attacks, especially image-based models [7, 30].

3.3.3 Input Verification. With proper context verification, input verification can be carried out similarly. Instead of periodically validating the service data rendering, input verification is triggered whenever a user input event occurs and maintained afterwards.

Implementing AINT using SGX and a trusted hypervisor faces the same semantic gap challenges that previous systems that used hypervisors for security faced [8, 18]. However, while previous systems have primarily dealt with inferring OS-level information without having to trust the OS [22],
the challenge here is to infer what context the user sees and what input they are entering. As an example, consider the case of mouse input. Mouse signals are not transmitted as absolute coordinates, but as relative offsets to the current mouse position, which is maintained by the OS. Moreover, since the OS is not trusted, the hypervisor cannot trust the position of the mouse reported by the OS. While the hypervisor could continuously monitor relative updates from the mouse hardware and maintain its own mouse position, there are many events that could cause the hypervisor’s view of the mouse to become desynchronized from that of the OS’s, which is what is perceived by the user. For example, certain keyboard shortcuts may cause the mouse cursor to snap to a new position. Without full access to the state of the OS’s, the hypervisor would not be able to compute the new mouse position. We propose a general approach where the hypervisor requests the OS to force the internal state to a well-known value and thus remove the semantic gap for the duration of an AINT session, an approach we call semantic synchronization. For example, for the mouse, the hypervisor can ask the OS to reset the mouse pointer to a known location at the beginning of the secure session. A malicious OS that ignores this request will cause a mismatch between how the inputs are interpreted by the hypervisor and the actions recorded in the user context, which will be detected by the verification algorithm.

Not all input methods can be solved with semantic synchronization; certain input types require access to the captured context. For instance, clipboard paste is an input method that inserts previously copied text (we assume text for simplicity). To accurately capture the semantic meaning (text being pasted) of the paste action, at the time of copy, AINT must capture the currently highlighted text. Assuming copy always occurs while AINT is running (within or outside of the secure session), AINT must examine every frame of the captured context prior to the copy action searching for highlighted text. This is not only complex and error-prone, but also introduces a large amount of code. Even with that, certain events, such as web page’s “Click to Copy” JavaScript, may cause AINT’s view of the copied text to be desynchronized from the OS’s. If AINT were to properly handle all types of input methods such as copy & paste, backspace, auto-complete and virtual keyboard, it will hugely increase the complexity and the trusted computing base of AINT. Therefore, AINT currently does not implement checks for these input methods and prohibits the use of them during a secure session.

3.4 Request Generation

The request generation code is part of the service data submitted by the application, but validated by AINT before execution. For instance, in the payment service example, the request generation code collects fields such as transaction amount and recipient and generates a service request with signed values for server processing (similar to the JavaScript handlers). AINT takes inputs from the hypervisor and performs execution inside an Intel SGX enclave. This defeats execution tampering without trusting the entire software stack.

One might think that instead of generating the service request inside App Enclave, it can outsource request generation to the application and only verify generated request [21] against captured inputs and context. The intuition driving this is that verifying an execution consists of less code than doing the execution, thus reducing the trusted computing base (TCB) of the App Enclave. However, the verification proposed in [21] is restricted to only simple range checks, and it can be challenging to verify all inputs accurately and comprehensively, thus limiting the range of functions that AINT can check. For instance, for some complex input processing functions, the only sure check may be to redo the entire computation, thus negating any possible TCB savings. In contrast, running request generation in the enclave achieves security, simplicity and wider applicability. Therefore, with the trade-off between applicability and TCB, AINT chooses applicability.

3.5 Privacy

By processing user inputs and context locally, App Enclave ensures that this information does not leak the client device. At the same time, AINT must be entirely trusted by the server since the server never sees the raw user input and context. This means that App Enclave must be mutually trusted by both the user and the server. This requirement is satisfied by trusted computing, and in our example, by SGX attestation, but the requirement could be satisfied by a number of trusted computing primitives such as TXT or TrustZone. We envision that the server specifies App Enclave, as the server must develop the content-specific AINT function. To allow users to trust server’s code, a trusted third party should verify all code inside App Enclaves to ensure service developed code are indeed privacy preserving.

Previous works have proposed using trusted computing as a trusted third party to verify values [1]. Most recently, Glimmer proposed to use SGX to verify and cryptographically blind information so that it is not leaked to Internet services [21]. However, with a trusted hypervisor, AINT is able to verify human interactions and thus provide much stronger guarantees than Glimmer, which without trusted user inputs and context, can only sanity check the validity of user inputs (for example by checking that the inputs fall within a valid range).
4 TRUSTED COMPUTING BASE (TCB)
To maintain a small TCB for the hypervisor, while there exist minimal hypervisors [33] and even formally verified hypervisors [37], whose implementations may contain 500K lines of code or less, such hypervisors typically do not virtualize hardware to keep the TCB small, but instead pass it through to drivers in the guest OS. However, in dealing with stateful devices, it is tempting to simply duplicate the entire driver stack inside the hypervisor so that it can replicate the state changes in the OS that result from inputs from the hardware device. Some device drivers may contain millions of lines of code, bloating the TCB of an otherwise small hypervisor [38]. Instead, we propose that the hypervisor intercepts and emulates only the relevant portions of the drivers. For example, in complex I/O such as USB, the hypervisor does not need to include the entire USB stack, but just the portions that interface with the USB hardware to access the raw communication data. In combination with semantic sync events, we believe that the semantic gap can be bridged without large increases in the TCB of the trusted hypervisor. To do so, AINT statically splits the driver [14, 38], and outsources non-critical operations such as bus enumeration and device hot-plug to the general-purpose OS and verifies the result.

AINT TCB includes drivers, as AINT depends on them to intercept and record user input. Moving driver functionality required for AINT into the hypervisor reduces the TCB, as vulnerabilities in the driver code that is not critical to AINT can no longer impact AINT security guarantees [27]. For example, vulnerabilities in unrelated driver functionality, such as power management, or in other unrelated drivers [9, 35] cannot affect the portion of code that has been moved into the hypervisor to implement AINT.

5 USE CASES
In addition to ensuring the secure flow of user intention to a service request, we detail some use cases of AINT.

CAPTCHA is currently widely used to distinguish bots from humans, but CAPTCHA response is not bound to the context, allowing attacks such as CAPTCHA farms [11]. To make matters worse, CAPTCHAs make systems less usable: according to Bursztein et al. [6], in some instances, humans may only be able to correctly solve visual CAPTCHAs as low as 61% of the time, and audio CAPTCHAs 31% of the time. AINT can be used to implement a user-requirement-free CAPTCHA replacement. Specifically, AINT tightly binds user context and physical activities to a particular machine, and thus the network request from the machine. This defeats CAPTCHA farms, where request are split from the CAPTCHA response. Bots cannot harvest user activities, because AINT enforces the right context when a request is generated. Since all user activities are examined locally on the user device, there is no privacy concern compared to transitional CAPTCHA services [29].

Remote Invigilation is a type of activity where a test taker is being invigilated remotely. The invigilator must ensure the absence of unauthorized aids, but a test taker may attempt to cheat by modifying the local software, such as redirecting the live video feed to a previous recording. Even though AINT requires users to be cautious and acts accordingly to the context, we note that it does not conflict with the assumption here because, so long as the other assumptions hold (i.e., trustworthiness of the hardware)—AINT’s goal, in this case, is to correctly verify user interactions (is the test taker trying to cheat ?). An invigilator has to require 1) a secure system state, meaning the absence of malware 2) authentication of the test taker’s action and 3) the absence of unauthorized aids. AINT naturally satisfies the first two requirements due to its threat model and the ability to attest authentic user inputs. The third requirement is satisfied by implementing plagiarism detection inside the AINT function. For instance, the AINT function checks the context for any unauthorized window or window switching. AINT has several advantages: 1) reliable software level protection, AINT can protect itself from OS level threat and 2) the computation happens on client devices saving server resources. However, AINT requires the trustworthiness of the hardware and thus is unable to provide any guarantee if the candidate compromises the hardware.

6 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
Our current efforts are focused on generalizing the design and implementation of the AINT function to cover a wide range of scenarios, and addressing the semantic gap to reliably record user inputs and context without having to duplicate the complete driver stack in the trusted hypervisor.

In conclusion, we detailed two types of attacks, execution tampering and context forgery, that can violate user intention and alter service requests. We proposed Attested Intention as a solution to both attacks, with the idea of using user inputs and context to verify service requests. This enables a remote service provider to gain assurance that the request is user intended. AINT runs entirely on user client to preserve privacy. AINT leverages a small trusted hypervisor and Intel SGX to provide assurance even under full client OS compromises.
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